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designed and now has a more distributed, star-shaped structure with national components (N. SIS 

II), where participant governments have the right to possess copies of SIS data. The alternation 

entailed the revision of network requirements, resulting in further delay in delivering SIS II. 

　In sum, the recent developments of the SIS project suggest that borders have not disappeared 

in “Europe without frontiers” and that European states still claim authority over the movement of 

people into their territories.

　The purpose of this paper is to analyze forms to confine arriving immigrants at the Island of 

Lampedusa and then is to raise (post)colonial violence translated in contemporary Europe to the 

surface. 

　Recently a number of studies have been made upon the formation of the European border 

regime. These studies, focusing upon the issue of governing mobility, have chosen as a focal 

point the externalization of European borders toward neighboring countries. We need to relocate, 

however, such externalizing processes in postcolonial conditions particularly in the case of the 

Euro–Mediterranean space. Postcolonial conditions mean that a colonial governmental method of 

con�nement in the past impacts the border regime of present Europe. Rather it is no exaggeration to 

say that such governmental violence has constituted postcolonial Europe. 

　From this perspective, Lampedusa, which is located at an European geographical border facing 

excessive mobility from the southern shore of the Mediterranean, can be de�ned as a postcolonial 

border. We can suppose that the camp on the island, which confines immigrants, has embodied 

postcolonial bordering. Hence we clarify functions of the camp at Lampedusa in each two period as 

follows. 

　In the first period from 2002 to 2005, on the one hand, the camp was a space dominated by 

security and policing rationales in which rights were suspended and then the classi�cation processes 

of immigrants for identification were sometimes rendered meaningless. The camp in the second 
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period from 2006 to 2008, on the other hand, was a humanitarian space to some extent. Under the 

Praesidium project, human rights organizations like the International Organization for Migration 

(IOM), United Nations Of�ce of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), 

and Save the Children began to operate in the camp and to cooperate with police in order to realize 

quicker and exacter identi�cation through classifying immigrants into various categories like asylum 

seekers, economic migrants, vulnerable persons and so on. 

　In conclusion, we can say with some certainty that historically the two types of security 

and humanitarian confinement at Lampedusa incarnate (post)colonial violence in the Euro–

Mediterranean space. 

　This article draws focus to Central Europe as a zone of “small” nations between Germany and 

Russia (or USSR). Especially, Milan Hod�a’s (1878–1944) ideas and activities will be discussed 

here. According to Hod�a, a Slovak statesman, “small” nations located among the Great Powers 

would not be able to survive, unless they did not develop a cooperative relationship with each other. 

During the Second World War, Hod�a even proposed a federation plan for Central Europe, though 

his idea had never actualized. 

　The concept of Central Europe itself is an extremely elusive concept, as Jacques Le Rider 

pointed out. The idea was invented and utilized amid the German uni�cation process and growing 

nationalism of the nineteenth century. Concepts of Central Europe can be divided into two types, 

perhaps at the risk of oversimplification: German ones, and non-German ones. The former type 

envisions a German-oriented unit under the auspices of Prussia or the Habsburg Empire, which 

de�nitely lost the German uni�cation game with Prussia in 1866. Such a concept was popularized 

even among ordinary people by the book Mitteleuropa, published by Friedrich Naumann (1860–

1919) in 1915. The German word Mitteleuropa was eventually used as a legitimizing term for the 

expansion of Germany into Eastern European countries during the Nazi era, so Mitteleuropa became 

something of a taboo after the Second World War. 

　This article, however, focuses on the latter type: the non-German concept such as Hod�a’s. In 
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